
Fairfield Community Market Society (Moss St Market) Board Meeting Minutes: 

March 11, 2014 

Present: Evelyn, Dennis, Emma, Heather, Jordan, Byron, Nate 

Also Present: Kyle (manager) 

Absent: Anita 

Facilitator: Nate  

Note taker: Jordan 

 

1. Approval of 2014 AGM Minutes, Feb 11 Board meeting minutes  

Kyle will send a copy of the AGM minutes, taken by assistant manager Patty, to the board for perusal. 

The membership will vote on approving these at next year’s (2015) AGM. 

The minutes from the Feb 11 board meeting were approved by board consensus. 

 

2. Appoint a Chair (and other positions). Add signing authority. 

Nate will stay on as board Chair, while Evelyn continued as Treasurer. Jordan replaced Susan as 

Secretary. 

Susan Feston will be removed as a signing authority on our bank accounts at Van City. We will add Byron 

Fry as a signing authority at Van City.  This will leave Evelyn Pereira, Byron Fry and Rebecca Jehn as our 

signers. 

 

3. Reflections on AGM, set date for 2015 AGM 

All board members agreed that the AGM went very smoothly (serving pizza was a nice idea to put 

everyone in a good mood). The proposed policy changes passed fairly easily. Everyone agreed that Nate 

did a great job as chair. Kyle suggested that holding the AGM on an earlier date might be helpful for the 

application process. The board agreed to set the date for the 2015 AGM as Feb 15, and the time as 2-5 

pm. 

 

4. Review of re-applications: Donut Queens, Fry's Bakery, Lone Tree Bakery, Cold Comfort Ice 

Cream, Wild Abandon Jewelry, and Heyduck Designs 

Food Reviews in general: 

 Kyle is preparing to send a template to all food vendors, so they can fill in their Food Vendors’ 

Statement of Ingredients. It was proposed that at the same time he also encourage food vendors to 

increase their use of local/organic staples. It was suggested that food vendors be asked to keep receipts 



for items claimed as organic or local on ingredients list, to produce if needed. This would be in line with 

what farmers need to do for organic certification. The board agreed to both of these proposals, and Kyle 

will add to his send-out accordingly. 

It was also suggested that MSM needs to add a mention of the requirement to fill out an ingredient list 

on the food vendor application forms. Kyle will take care of this. 

Donut Queens 

The mini-donut cart is re-applying with new ownership (as per new policy). They are starting to use 

more organic/local ingredients, but several things (esp. canola cooking oil, several powdered 

ingredients) are not. Byron and Kyle said that if this was a new application, they’d likely be denied, partly 

because they do not show the artisan/healthy/organic ethos that the MSM is working toward. Emma 

and Nate pointed out that a lot of customers say they come to market for the donuts, and many don’t 

mind if they are less organic/local. Heather suggested that it might be most effective to tell the donut 

folks they should lead the way with better ingredients since they are such an iconic part of the MSM. 

Evelyn mentioned that for the powdered ingredients, the vendors likely have no choice because of how 

their machinery operates. There are other established food vendors with the same ingredient issues 

(notably the IWCC). 

Proposal by Nate, seconded by Byron: the review committee approves Donut Queens’ application for 

this year only, and sends them a letter suggesting changes to help them become a leader in 

local/organic ingredient sourcing. Approved by board consensus. 

Lone Tree 

This baker (Terry) is up for review due to the new storefront policy. The board agreed that she could be 

using more organic ingredients, but is doing well generally and making an effort to improve. She is 

selling wholesale as well, so it would be very difficult to change ingredients just for MSM sales. Board 

consensus was to approve. 

Fry’s Bakery and Cold Comfort Ice Cream 

Both are up for review due to the new storefront policy. No significant issues. Board consensus was to 

approve both. 

Wild Abandon Jewelry 

The owner (Devon) apparently wants to bring on a business partner, so has re-applied as a partnership 

due to new policy. She has however already stated that if this is denied, she wants to go back to the old 

situation (no re-application needed). Kyle and several members of the board felt that this is deceptive, 

and that this vendor is attempting to get out of needing to be present at market. There has also been 

some suspicion for the last few years that much of her product is not made by her (work being done 

either by staff locally or in other countries). The craft review committee has as one of its criteria that at 

least half of the components of a product need to be handmade, so Wild Abandon would not pass on re-

review. The board agreed that this vendor has probably outgrown the market, and has lost the trust of 



the board and other vendors.  The market would benefit more from having other, smaller vendors 

selling higher quality artisan jewellery instead. The board consensus was to deny Wild Abandon vending 

at MSM, and Kyle will send the owner a letter explaining the board’s reasoning. 

Heyduck Design 

This clothing vendor applied to share a stall with another clothing vendor. They are located up-Island, so 

do not want to have to come to market every week. The board consensus was to approve the 

application, stipulating to the vendor that if they have 50% of a stall dedicated to their wares, they need 

to be present at market at least 50% of the time (as per MSM policy). They will be re-assessed at the end 

of the coming season, to confirm compliance with the policy. 

 

5. Other Options for consensus workshop 

Since Lisa Helps is likely unavailable to facilitate, the board needed to find another option. It was agreed 

that some kind of workshop is necessary, especially for the 2 new board members. Evelyn and Nate 

volunteered to co-facilitate a workshop at the April Board Meeting. To help the new members acquire 

some experience with consensus, the board will adhere strictly to the consensus model for that one 

meeting in particular. 

 

6. Manager's Report, Kyle’s report on the BCFMA Conference (social media, marketing tips, 

BCAFM definitions, liquor sales, vendor application process) 

Social Media: 

Kyle will have a renewed focus on social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and maybe Pintrist) and 

will be making many more posts this year. Kyle has asked Evelyn to approve a $10 per week Facebook 

promotion budget for ‘boosted posts’ and ‘Likes Ads’, and will be contacting farmers regularly for 

content. 

Marketing tips for farmers from BCAFM: 

Give customers a reason to buy - have pictures of the farm or crops, tell stories about people. Provide 

lots of samples. All farmers should have a recipe of the week, as should the market. Customers don’t 

want to be ill-informed; they like to be experts who get specific information (varieties, use, etc) and are 

treated special. Make transactions quick and easy with good signage and queue reduction. Product 

display is important. 

BCAFM positions on issues, definitions:  

Local means within BC, but individual markets may refine the definition to suit themselves. Organic 

means certified only. BCAFM supports labeling of GMO products. Storefronts – BCAFM does not support 

franchises or chains (nationally or internationally). 



Liquor sales – proposed guidelines laid out at BCAFM: 

The vendor must have a License to manufacture liquor (breweries, wineries, and distilleries), and Serving 

it Right. The vendor must have their own on-site store at their product facilities. The vendor may 

provide a single sample to the public over the age of 19 (150mL of wine, 375mL of beer, or 45mL of 

spirits), no walking with samples. The vendor would have to be approved by the Liquor Control Board to 

sell at a farmers market and post the authorization at the market. 

Kyle has contacted the City of Victoria with these guidelines to see if they will permit this type of vendor. 

There may also need to be an exception to the MSM storefront policy for liquor sales. The board 

decided not to take any further action on liquor sales until we hear back from the city of Victoria. 

Jurying and Approving Vendors (ideas from VFM):  

Balance new products with old favourites, and look to keep up with food trends. Vendors who open a 

storefront are allowed to vend at the market 3 years from the date the store is opened. 

Crafters must re-apply every three years. 3rd party jurors are used, and jury process is completely 

anonymous.  Jury date is one day per year where the applicants set up a mini-stall. It was suggested that 

MSM board could appoint a review committee for one-day craft jurying. 

Overall, Kyle said it was an excellent conference. There are 3 tracks available: managers, board, and 

vendors. It might be worth it for the MSM to send a couple of Board Members to future BCAFM 

conferences.  

 

7. Wage Increases for Staff 

Evelyn proposed increase in wages for returning staff: roughly $2 increases per hour. Everyone agreed 

that having staff carry over makes everything easier, and the market runs more smoothly. The board 

reached consensus to approve the proposed increase. 

8. Fees for the Half Markets 

Byron proposed that MSM eliminate fees for farmers at half markets. Impact on MSM revenue is 

negligible, and hopefully this will encourage more farmers to attend and make the half markets more 

vibrant. The board consensus was to approve: half markets will be free for farmers. 

9. Chef’s Stage 

Dan from The London Chef was one of the best draws from last season and is available every second 

week, but wants to promote his catering business on the side. The board agreed that ideally MSM 

doesn’t want this to become a platform for advertising. Byron will talk to some contacts at Camosun to 

try and find another chef. Kyle still needs to come up with a budget before moving forward. No board 

action for now. 



10. Possible improvement to website application:  

Heather reported that some applicants filled out their form and it didn't go through, probably because a 

field was left unfilled. She asked whether the online application could be adjusted so that (like many 

online forms) it tells you if your form DIDN'T go through, and highlights the missing fields (while keeping 

filled what they did put in). 

Kyle maintained that there shouldn’t be any problem. Jordan suggested an old browser may be the 

issue. Kyle agreed to add a note to the form to contact him if it wasn’t working properly. 

11. FCA-allowed Raffle 

The Fairfield Community Association asked for our input on where (and whether) to allow a local 

business to sell raffle tickets on Saturdays. The board consensus was to suggest having the raffle in the 

FCA parking lot so that it would not disrupt the market 

12. Next Board Meeting 

Monday April 7, 6 pm at Byron’s house: 929 Catherine 

BIKE RACKED ITEMS (for future discussion): 

Garry Oak Room Rental (+winter markets?), Superstar Food Vendor of the Month (best use of 

organic/local ingredients), political Advertising at a vendor’s stall, Craft Review changes (including: craft 

review Fair), vendor workshop, shortening Xmas market hours, liquor sales at MSM 

 

Minutes witnessed as accurate by: 

 

_____________________________________________ 

Nate Poetker, Chair 

 

_____________________________________________ 

Evelyn Pereira, Treasurer 

 

_____________________________________________ 

Jordan Field, Secretary 

 


